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auto/pc/ip. because tmpgenc video mastering works 6 is a software solution, it is suitable for being a
virtual on-site or offline editing environment. you can choose to edit and output a video on a pc or

directly output to tv, and even transmit the video files over a network to a print server, storage
server, etc. start-to-finish. tmpgenc video mastering works 6 is a strong video editor that allows you
to edit, output video files for blu-ray (bdmv), dvd-video or avchd authoring (converting to a format

for playback on a player), and create a disc. it can be used to search and organize original video files
of different formats from a pc or network media server, or it can be used to produce video projects

as a client on-site. with an extensive set of professional video editing tools, you can easily and
efficiently edit your videos, edit and output audio, edit and output subtitles, edit and output

quicktime movies, control multiple audio and video tracks simultaneously, and more. tmpgenc
authoring works 6 allows you to easily edit and create a disc using pre-installed templates, or by

creating your own custom layout design. you can also easily output your video to bd-r/re, dvd-video,
or avchd (converting to a format for playback on a player) formats. if you want to output video files

for blu-ray, a strong and reliable output format is needed. besides the standard dvd-video, the
enhanced dvd-r/rw (a+r/rw) support for blu-ray is also available. tmpgenc video mastering works is
not only a package containing video applications, but also includes a video editor, 3d editor, video
converter, dvd creator, video cd encoder/decoder and a media router. the advanced digital video

environment, movie editing and post-editing functions in tmpgenc video mastering works 6 let you
create an unlimited number of videos with just one click.
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